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"IF YOU TRY TO DO YOUR BEST, THERE IS NO FAILURE”  

 

Dear Parents and Grandparents 

 

In this week's sedra, Chukas, we explained to the children that the Bnei Yisroel had to carry on their 

journey in the desert to the Land of Israel and it was a very long journey! The people suddenly had no 

water to drink and complained to Moshe! OH DEAR, they must have been so thirsty! Hashem told Moshe 

to talk to a rock and to tell it to give them water, but Moshe instead hit the rock with his stick and water 

gushed out of it! The Jewish people begun to complain to Moshe again and because of their complaining 

poisonous snakes came out of nowhere and begun to bite the people who had been complaining! OUCH! 

Because of this, Moshe davened to Hashem to ask for forgiveness. Hashem told Moshe to build a copper 

snake and put it on top of a pole. Whoever had been bitten, had to look at the copper snake and do 

teshuva (saying sorry for what you did that was wrong). Moshe did this and everyone who had been 

bitten and then looked at Moshe's copper snake was healed! PHEW!  

This sedra gave us a great opportunity to go over with the children the importance of water as well as 

discussing the importance of talking to an adult if someone has made them feel sad rather than using our 

hands or feet to hurt someone. We also explained that saying 'sorry' is important if we do something 

wrong that isn't kind and has made someone else feel sad. Benji then put his hand up to tell us 

something "Yakira put my magic wand on my door and I was sad. I told my mummy and Yakira said sorry" 

THANK YOU FOR SHARING SWEETIE...WHAT A GREAT EXAMPLE!  

Monday: Here goes...Monday morning group discussions... 

"I went fishing. I got a big fish and a small fish. I had a fishing thing and I put it in the water.  My daddy 

put a fishy on the end of the fishing thing. I saw the longest biggest fish and I put grass in the biggest 

water!" - Jake 

"I went to Talya's trampoline party. I had 'Frozen' cake. I went trampolining and I jumped this high.  I got 

to take some cake. The hand ball thing was the going home present" - Maya 
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Hope the week went well! 

We have a lovely start to this week's newsletter! Sending Malki and 

Moishe a BIG MAZEL TOV on the birth of their little baby boy! And of 

course big squashy cuddles to Yuda who has been promoted to BIG 

BROTHER! Lots of love from all of us at TLC! 
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"I went to Paris on a train" - Zvi 

"I stayed home. I played" - Talya 

"Daddy's in the car" - Joseph 

"I went to the hairdresser. The lady cut all my hair. Mummy said I can have chocolate. Jakey likes it. I didn't 

get a kipa because I left it at home" - Eitan 

"I went to Brent Cross beach. I went in the sand. I went on a motorbike.  I did a pretend beep. I went on 

the bouncy castle and I fly all the way down! I went to the new house. The broken house on our new road. 

Then I went home" - Ava 

"I went on a bouncy castle.  I went in a paddling pool.  I jumped so high and I bumped my head then I 

went home.  I played at home" - Benji 

"I went on the underground to the zoo.  I saw monkeys, lion, elephants, a tiger, a wolf...he was scary and a 

cheetah running fast!" - Yoav 

"I went on a bouncy castle as well. I went on the Paw Patrol bouncy castle.  I went on the big big big 

bouncy castle slide! I went to grandma's house, then I went to the park with my daddy" - Rosie 

"I went to the forest. I saw froggies. I saw the Graffulo. My mummy said 'no jumping in the road' " - 

Samuel 

HOW LOVELY IT MUST BE FOR YOU PARENTS AND GRANDPARENTS TO READ THE WONDERFUL 

STORIES YOUR CHILDREN TELL US!  

 

Today the children made paper snakes! What a great activity to promote their cutting skills as well as 

their little creative skills because as we know snakes come in all sorts of colours and with different  

   

patterned skin! They had all their creative resources and tools and away they went! We noticed that all 

most, most of the children opted to paint their snake green! With adult support they then punched a hole  
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at the tip and threaded string through it so that if their parents allow, they can hang them in their 

bedrooms! GREAT JOB CHILDREN! YOUR SNAKES ARE FAB!  

Tuesday: Today the children made fruit and veg snakes kebabs! They had separate bowls of blueberries, 

cucumbers  and strawberries. They each had a wooden skewer and had to first poke the blueberries and  

   

push them to the end of the skewer; this represents the tail end of the snake. Then, the main body was 

made up of sliced cucumbers and the head was a strawberry with raisins for eyes! Such a great food  

   

activity to encourage good hand eye coordination and control! THE CHILDREN FOUND THIS HIGHLY 

ENTERTAINING AND ARE SO PROUD OF THEM THAT THEY WANTED TO SHOW THEM OFF TO THEIR 

PARENTS BEFORE EATING THEM!  

                       

 

Wednesday: Show & Tell HIP HIP HOORAY! First up was Yakira with a blow up flamingo. She told her 

class "Pink" and then "chicken" WHAT A GREAT ITEM! WELL DONE SWEETIE! Then we had Eitan show his 

class a big water shooting pistol "A water gun. It shoots the water down outside. I like to get Sam Sam 

wet. I play in the park with my mummy and daddy. I get them wet! SOUNDS LIKE FUN SWEETIE, WELL 

DONE! Then up came Ava with a toy aeroplane "It's an aeroplane. It's a blue and orange aeroplane with 

yellow on i8t.  It's flying to the river. It's going to land in the water. I'm inside and daddy's the pilot!"  
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FANTASTIC PRINCESS! Then we had Rafi show his class a big rubber duck. HE STOOD UP CONFIDENTLY 

AND PROUDLY SHOWED IT OFF TO HIS CLASS! WELL DONE SWEETIE! Next was Jack with a toy car "A car,  

     

DESCRIPTION JAKEY! WELL DONE! Then we had Rosie show her class a book called 'Oi Frog' "A cat, a 

rabbit sitting on the chair reading a book" Then she turned all the way to the back page and pointed at 

other books in the series and asked "What's this book, and this book, and this book?" AMAZING SWEETIE! 

Next was Tali with an 'In the Night Garden Book' "It's Iggle Piggle. It's the Tombliboos. Read it at home 

with mummy" WELL DONE PRINCESS! Then up came Sofia with a Hello Kitty Keyring and 3 mini figures. 

She went through the figures and showed her class "Elsa, Piglet from the Winnie The Pooh. Mummy is 

Piglet's best friend. A rabbit, he's sleeping. His name is I don't know Rabbit. It's a silly rabbit. Hello Kitty 

keyring goes on my finger in their and then I take it off" FANTASTIC SWEETIE! Next up was Yoav with a 

book called 'The Enormous Turnip' "A bone, a bird. I know what it is...it's a turnip. A lady, a boy, a dog, a 

cat and a mouse" THEN HE FLICKED THROUGH AND SHOWED US A PICTURE AND DESCRIBED IT AS 

"They're have lunch" GREAT SWEETIE! Next was Zvi with a book too called 'Topsy & Tim' "They're going 

to London" HE FLICKED THROUGH THE PAGES "I see a horsey, a boat, Big London (Big Ben) and a 

crocodile (T-Rex)" FANTASTIC SWEETIE! Then Daniel showed his class a toy car. HE STOOD UP AND  

      

CONFIDENCE SWEETIE! Then Samuel showed his class a storytime play book "A book, a crocodile. Read it 

mummy and daddy" WELL DONE SWEETIE! Then up came Maya with a plush Peppa Pig and a little figure 

"I put Harry on the lego board because he is lego. I put Francesca on the lego board too. Peppa Pig 

doesn't go on the board because she's not lego. I play with Peppa at the playground. She eats pretend 

food. Harry bends his legs" AMAZING PRINCESS! Then Tsofia had a lovely 'animal' book "I read it at 

home. I look at the animals. This is a dog. Cats are my favourite. This is a cow and this is a lion and he  

black car. Daddy drives it. I get in it and 

Amy. It's fast and scary. It's mine" 

SUPERB SWEETIE! Next was Jake with a 

magic wand and bendy pencil "It's a 

magic pencil.  It makes funny things.  I 

draw on paper. It's a magic wand. It 

makes some magic. It makes frogs in my 

house. It magic's my daddy into a car, a 

racing car!" WHAT A GREAT 

SHOWED HIS CLASS HOW THE 

DOORS OPEN AND CLOSE 

AND HOW HE CAN OPEN THE 

BOOT! WELL DONE SWEETIE! 

Then Jake T with a sing-a-long 

jigsaw piece. HE STOOD UP 

AND PRESSED THE BUTTON 

TO SHOW HIS CLASS THE 

MUSIC THAT PLAYS! GREAT  
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roars. They live in the zoo" FANTASTIC PRINCESS! Then last but definitely not least was Aviyah with a 

beautiful painted mermaid figure/trinket box "It's a mermaid. It came from a painting shop and I saw a 

big Paddington that splashed in the water. Daddy painted it. It's called Daisy. I put tzedakah in there" 

WELL DONE PRINCESS!  

YET ANOTHER GREAT SELECTION OF ITEMS THIS WEEK THAT YOUR CHILDREN ARE SO PROUD 

AND SO CONFIDENT TO SHOW OFF! CHILDREN....ALL YOUR TEACHERS ARE SO PROUD OF YOU! 

YOU'RE ALL SUPERSTARS!  

Thursday: Today the children were involved in a wonderful activity. They all had a picture of a sliced 

watermelon and they had to use the tip of their finger to print the seeds. They dipped their finger into  

        

pots of black paint and then printed this onto their watermelon. What a great activity to encourage their 

counting skills! Noa told us that she had "126" seeds on her watermelon!!! WELL DONE CHILDREN! 

Friday: Shabbos Mummy & Daddy today are: Noa & Samuel 

 

Book of the Week: The Little Red Hen and the Grains of Wheat 

We would like to take this opportunity to wish Shvut all the luck in the world for her future! She has now 

completed her placement with us and we will all miss her very much! GOOD LUCK SHVUT! (Though she 

may well pop back now and then!) 

Hope you all have a lovely weekend and Shabbos! 

The TLC Team 

Tracy, Becky, Paulette, Naomi, Megan, Irene, Nikki and Shvut 
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GALLERY EXTRA 

           

   

              

 

 


